Who is Sonatype?
Sonatype exists to unite software developers, security professionals, and IT operations. We empower them to continuously identify and
remediate open source risk, without slowing down innovation. We also believe in managing your software supply chain, using the same
principles taught by W. Edwards Deming:
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Always source parts
from fewer and better
suppliers.

Always use only the
highest quality parts.
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Never pass known
defects downstream.

4

Continuously track the
location of every part
across your entire
software supply chain.

Our Solution
Organizations rely on the Nexus Platform to release faster, while controlling open source risk across their entire software supply chain.
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Manage libraries, build artifacts,
and release candidates across
the SDLC.
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Automatically stop risky OSS
from entering your SDLC.
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(,h) -----Continuously identify and
remediate OSS risk across
every phase of your SDLC.

Examine OSS components
within production apps.
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Nexus Intelligence

Superior open source data service continuously
refined by Al, machine learning, and 65 world
class researchers powers our products.
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We have a rich history...
From our humble beginning as contributors to Apache Maven, to supporting the
world's largest public repository, to distributing the world's most popular reposi
tory manager -- Sonatype has a long history of accelerating software innovation.
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We know what others don't...
We've seen billions of components come and go; and we've taken notes along
the way. We've built a database that blends public and proprietary data with
expert research and analysis. We know more about components than anyone in
the world.

We make you more intelligent...
A staggering volume of components flow through modern development envi
ronments. If properly sourced and managed, these parts provide tremendous
energy for accelerating innovation. If not, they lead to vulnerabilities, risks,
rework, and waste.

We automate the software supply chain...
Sonatype exists to automate the flow of quality components across software
supply chains. Today, over 150,000 installations of Nexus products accelerate
software quality, security, and delivery for software organizations around the
world.
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Developers rely on
Sonatype to manufacture
modern apps

Developers actively use
Nexus Repository
Manager
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Open source components
catalogued and analyzed by
Nexus Intelligence service

Components requested
annually from
Central Repository
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